Entrance Hall
Mark Jessett
Mark Jessett (born 1974, Oxford) is a painter, working primarily on
paper, often at a large scale. He is a Fine Art graduate of Goldsmiths’
College. Recent group exhibitions include ‘Your Foot in My Face’ in
London and ‘Kite Circus’ in Sheffield, along with many shows in the
south west. Mark was awarded a DAN Emerging Artist Bursary in
2018 and has recently been commissioned by Hospital Rooms to
make a site-specific work for Torbay Hospital’s mental health unit.
He lives and works in Ashburton, Devon.
Contact
Email: mark@markjessett.com

Jan Dean
Jan works in acrylics and is exhibiting some abstract Spring paintings
Contact
Instagram: glitterpoet
Tel: 07593 080616

Madalen Dixon
Madalen works with a variety of media including oil paints, glitter,
gold leaf, iridescent fibres and resin.
Contact
Insta: @Madalendixon
Etsy:
MadalenDixonArt
Email: madalen.dixon@gmail.com

Eric Westwood
In my artwork l strive to capture the expansive skies, moors, and
coastline of the South West.
Sketches made whilst out walking are brought back to the kitchen
table studio, where they provide the inspiration to create paintings
which describe the essence of a place.
A minimal palate enables me to suggest natural environments in a
loose, fluid style.
I am constantly amazed by the beauty and freedom of nature and
continue to gain great pleasure from expressing it in my works.
I have exhibited successfully throughout Devon.
Contact
Email: ewestie@gmail.com
Tel:
01392 966405
07503068560

Malcolm Hebron
Malcolm Hebron is an artist, musician and writer. He lives near
Exeter. His work is based on walking and making quick responses to
the landscape. Sketches on site feed into work from memory, which
might be further developed into studio work where imaginary
landscapes and narratives are developed.
The underlying principle is art as meditation, a means of becoming
absorbed in a time and place and letting marks come freely.
Malcolm will be showing a range of work in Devon Open Studios in
September.
Contact
Email: malcolmhebron85@gmail.com

Lynne Addison
I was born and brought up in Bradford, West Yorkshire in the 1950's
and studied for a Diploma in Window Display at Bradford College of
Art.
I have produced a number of pieces of work over the years, mainly
for family and friends.
More recently I joined the art group at Broadclyst Village Hall where
I have made some wonderful 'like minded' friends.
Contact
Email: lynneaddison@gmail.com
Tel:
07821464871

Lynette Taylor
After a long career in Education where I ran a department of Art and
Design in Devon, I have been able to devote more time to the
development of my own creative work.
Over the last seven years I have built up a portfolio of printmaking.
I’ve worked with colograph, drypoint and etching processes, but in
recent years I have specialised in relief printing using woodcut and
Lino print. As a member of the Wooden Spoon Press I have
developed a more painterly approach, making very limited editions
by hand printing in many overlaying colours and textures. I like the
control that this method allows.
My ideas primarily deal with the passage of time and the suggested
stories and activities left behind. Old and derelict buildings, with
their atmosphere of past presences and their layered textures and
colours, tend to be the images that I start my work from.
Contact
Email: Lynettetaylor5311@gmail.com

Library
Elizabeth Nuttall
Elizabeth has no formal art college training, but since shortly before

retirement, began to attend adult education drawing classes. Private
tutoring sessions and various workshop events have followed as she
enjoys learning new techniques and media. Her main interest over
the past 14 years has been the human form. Life drawing and
portrait sessions have been her principal focus but recently she has
embraced contemporary flower painting and is currently working on
depictions of bird life.
In all her work, Elizabeth intends to be expressive and creative but
wants to deliver an accurate representation of the subject without
minute detail. Her images often incorporate the background into the
subject by using lost and found lines. The intention is to engage the
viewer’s interest and imagination. In her opinion, what’s left out can
be as important as what’s defined.
Contact
Email: Efyvie.nuttall@gmail.com

JS Thomas
JS Thomas has recently returned to painting and is a figurative artist
working mainly in oils, but also in pastels. Her interest is in
landscapes and in portraits, working to catch the essence of a scene
or person in light and colour. The landscapes are often painted
through direct observation of the subject en plein air and in a similar
way the portraits are mainly painted in front of the sitter. She is
based in Exeter.
Contact
Email: Jane.S.Thomas@outlook.com

June Janes
Artist and Tutor.
June first exhibited in the Northern Young Contemporaries.
Since which she has exhibited in both Solo Exhibitions and Collective
Exhibitions.
Entirely held within the human form, my initial delight lies in the
flow of lines and the shapes and spaces between features and tonal
areas.
There are, also, so many unexpected colours lying patiently on the
skin of the figure just waiting to be seen and rendered.
I am willing the materials I use to lay themselves down and re-enact
the very beauty of these colours that I see and immerse myself in.
I am particularly fascinated by the reading of one colour against the
next and how this can truly delight the eye. I lose myself in their
placement and perfection.
When editing and abstracting I use all 3 of Line, Tone and
Colour…linking or separating areas to give attitude or to suggest
action.
Altering colour or tone on a whim, to see what happens if….
Contact
Email: junejanes@virginmedia.com
Tel:
07305 731043
01392 666609
Web: www.junejanes.co.uk

Jan Hargood
Jan produces portraits and figurative pieces working in pastel.
Contact
Email: hargoodj@btinternet.com
Web: www.facebook.com/jan hargood art

Sora Greer-Janes
UK based artist Sora is a young aspiring Japanese translator who is
passionate about art in their spare time. Their style, developed from
an interest in Japanese pop culture often features the human form
in a stylised manner, with inspiration taken from anime and manga.
Their specialty is watercolour but recently they have begun drawing
using digital media as well.
Contact
Insta: @so_raaa71
Email: soralee_@outlook.com.

Katie Greer-Janes
Katie is a 21 year old, UK based artist, currently studying biological
sciences at university, specialising in animal behaviour and welfare.
She creates wildlife portraits using a variety of mediums including
acrylics, oils and watercolour paints fuelled by her interest in the
natural world. It is her hope that through realistic artwork, often
depicting rare and endangered species, that she can help spread
awareness. Previous work of animal anatomy can be seen on the
walls of the animal husbandry unit of Bicton college from a
collaboration that serves as an education tool for other students.
Katie has completed several commissioned pet portraits and
continues to periodically accept commissions.
Contact
Email: katiegreerjanes@gmail.com
Tel:
07914 539735

Under the Stairs
Ruth Helen Smith
Ruth Helen Smith (b. 1994) completed her MA and BA in Art History
at The Courtauld Institute of Art and then attended The Heatherley
School of Fine Art. Since then, she has been selected for numerous
competitions, art residencies, exhibitions, and bursaries, including
the Emerging Artist Bursary for Devon Open Studios 2021.
Between 2017-19, Ruth painted at several construction sites across
London, painting the short glimpses of the bones beneath the built
environments we come to know. The series relates to her reading of
Martin Heidegger, specifically the relationship between matter and
meaning. Poltimore House at this stage in its restoration is a perfect
context in which to show this work. At the moment one is extremely
aware of the materials that make up the building. When it is
finished, will we be so aware of what the house is, or will we only
see what it means?
Contact
Tel:
07810 590 954
Email: ruth.helen.smith@outlook.com
Insta: @ruth.helen.smith
Web: www.ruthhelensmith.co.uk

Courtyard
Nigel Moores
Although my work is open to interpretation, I believe it is held
together by a common thread, namely the relationship between the
intentional and unintentional: which I hope reflects life. I often
attempt to make the intentional look unplanned and the
unintentional appear deliberate.
My paintings are arrived at by a process of discovery, action and
reaction.
There are controlled marks but there are also marks that are
‘accidental’ or less controlled. I actively seek the ‘accident’ when
painting in order to avoid the predictable. There is a constant
dialogue between the artist and each stage in the composition,
which leads the work forward. It is this dialogue, that I hope makes
for a layered and surprising piece.
There are, of course, many other ideas embedded within each work,
which reflect my interests, thoughts and feelings. These might be
teased out or never understood by me. All I know is that one needs
to be playful, inventive and reflective.
Contact
Email: moores.nigel@yahoo.co.uk
Web: www.nigelmoores.com
Insta: n.moores

Operating Theatre
Megan Players
I am an autodidact painter who studied History of Art under Neil
MacGregor while at Reading University. His incredible gift of
drawing the story out of the image made a profound impact on the
way I look at paintings and life in general.
For some years I taught art in secondary school and now I work
peripatetically within schools and the community.
My studio is in the Exe Valley where I run life drawing days so that I
can hide behind my easel and paint from the model.
Contact
Tel:
07495 47 48 37
Web: www.meganplayers.co.uk
Email: meganplayers@yahoo.co.ukl
Megan Players on Instagram

Old Office
Karen Waterlow
I am an artist and printmaker who is an active member of the
Double Elephant Printworkshop who are based in Exeter and the
Wooden Spoon Print Collective. In my most recent work I take my
inspiration from the coasts around Devon the recent work has
expressed concern for the environmental challenges facing our
oceans and beaches. All my works are multiple plate collagraphs or
wood cuts produced using an etching press onto handmade
Japanese paper.
Contact
Tel:
07703 765292
Email: karen.waterlow@btinternet.com
karenwaterlowprintmaker@gmail.com

Lucie Smith
Lucie Smith is a multidisciplinary artist based in South West England,
working mainly in installation, sculpture, assemblage, photography,
film and creative writing. She also works with printmaking, stitch,
sound and process-led drawing and painting.
Smith’s practice seeks to grasp the present whereabouts of her
being through process and research led interrogation. By exploring
the expansive realm of art process and medium, she attempts to
unite past with present and unconscious with conscious. Notions of
memory, trace, absence, preservation, dereliction and the archival
are interwoven; alluding to a collective fluidity of the passage of
time.
Autobiographical and sometimes confessional, Smith's practice is
rooted within the concealed, allowing a process of analysing the
internal to take the lead in obtaining narratives.
Contact
Email: luciesmithart@gmail.com
Web: www.luciesmithart.com
Insta: @luciesmithart

Sam Goodwin
Sam Goodwin is a printmaker and photographer based in
Exeter. Originally from rural Dorset, nature and wildlife are
continuous threads through his artwork. Working primarily in
Linocut, creatures and stories emerge from the mediums texture
and intricacy.
Contact
Email: samgoodwin1@gmail.com
Insta: @samgoodwin92

Dining Room
Luella Glover Wilson
Largely self-taught, I have worked as a watercolour artist
professionally, since 1990.
In 2009 I moved from Kent to north Devon. My work has always
been largely based in nature, inspired by reflections on water and
glass and from the play between light and shade. Now in mid Devon,
I am drawn to the local Grand Western Canal and to many local and
Exmoor landscapes.
When in Kent, and within easy read h of London, I was able to
submit work to the major annual open shows and was shown at the
Royal Watercolour Society, the Society of Women Artists and the
Royal Institute of Painters in Watercolour.
In the past couple of years it has been impossible to show work
physically, due to Covid restrictions and I have largely steered clear
of online exhibitions. 2022 is opening up opportunities again and
Poltimore is one of the first.
Contact
luellagw1@icloud.com

Patricia Edwards
Trish Edwards lives in the South West and exhibits locally. Currently
working in Oil, Acrylic, watercolour and Pastel. Keen interest in life
and portrait painting but currently working on local land and
seascapes. “I am inspired by the contrast in extreme light and shade,
and attempting to catch the atmospheric emotion in the sea and
coast”.
Contact
Redpaws55@gmail.com

Katherine Egan
Katie Egan lives in Devon and took up botanical art three years ago.
She is self-taught and her art is inspired by the natural world. She
endeavours to depict the beauty and detail of plants and other
subjects as accurately as possible – including any ‘imperfections’!
She has been influenced by artists such as Billy Showell to create
artworks as opposed to more rigid scientific illustrations. Katie (‘The
Art of Nature’) is a member of the Association of Botanical Artists,
the South West Society of Botanical Artists and the Devon Artists
Network.
Contact
Email: the_art_of_nature@outlook.com
Web: https://devonartistnetwork.co.uk/members/member/kee1r11/

Caroline Winyard
Caroline has a creative heritage and returned to her art in her late
30’s, initially specialising in commissioned pet portraits. However,
her passion for wildlife and nature studies allows her to find joy in
the minute detail. Primarily using pastels, pastel pencils and colour
pencils to recreate those finer details, Caroline also enjoys
experimenting with new techniques and materials, such as metallic
pastels and mixed media, bringing extra interest to her work. She
recently won the public vote at Exmouth Art Group’s annual
exhibition (2021) and has been shortlisted in a national art
competition supporting awareness-raising of the critically
endangered Asiatic cheetah. Caroline is based in her home studio
near Crediton, Devon and is often found walking or cycling on
Dartmoor and the rolling hills of the West Country gaining
inspiration.
Contact
Web: www.carolinewinyardart.com
Email: carolinewinyardart@gmail.com
FB:
Caroline Winyard Art
Insta: carolinewinyardart
Tel:
07808 207654

Saloon
Helen Creedy (Exhibition Co-Curator)
Helen graduated from Plymouth College of Art in 2016 having
decided to pursue her passion for glass as a mature student. She
primarily works in warm and cast glass although she has
experimented with blown glass when circumstances allow. She says
of her work: “Glass as a material seems to have magical qualities
and I often lose track of time as I work with it. The pieces I create
can be driven by an emotional response to a snippet of music, a
glimpse of a beautiful work of art or often an issue that moves me
and I specialise in one-off or limited edition contemporary pieces
designed to inspire and provoke.”
Contact
Web: www.creedyglass.weebly.com
E Mail: creedyglass@yahoo.com

Stephen Peart
Stephen Peart is a photographer working on Dartmoor. His work is
primarily around landscapes, both literal and emotional. These
works displayed today form part of an on-going project that looks at
water on Dartmoor; its role in shaping the Moor itself, our
relationship with that water
Contact
Web: www.intothehinterlands.co.uk
Insta: stephen_hinterlands

Vicki Gardner
Vicki is a member of the Garden Media Guild and supplies a
specialist garden photo library, GAP as well as having work with
Getty Images and Alamy. She is also Garden Photographer at the
Italian Garden of Great Ambrook in south Devon where she is
responsible for documenting this historically and architecturally
important garden as it undergoes sympathetic restoration. She
designs cards and silk scarves featuring her images and also
mindfulness products. Scarves, cards and other products can be
found on Etsy under VickiGardnerDesigns. She also runs courses and
workshops teaching photography and mindfulness.
Contact
FB:
Vicki Gardner Photography – Devon
Insta: @_themindfulphotographer_
Pinterest/Twitter:
vickigphoto
Email: themindfulphotographer@outlook.com
Web: www.vickigardnerphotography.co.uk

Lucy Jennison
I use digital photography to capture colour, composition, pattern
and surface textures, and to spark ideas which can be further
developed into semi-abstract mixed media and stitched pieces.
Recently I have been developing my photographic skills, particularly
while spending time outdoors, enjoying and recording the natural
environment.
The photographs in the exhibition were taken using a Canon
EOS500D, and are of the Teign and Exe rivers. These were taken on
some of my many lockdown walks in the last two years.
Contact
Tel:
07896 322050
Email: lucy_jennison@yahoo.co.uk.

Jez Winship
I enjoy travelling the lanes of Devon on my bicycle, trusty bridge
camera to hand, looking for the idiosyncratic, the surreal and the
sublime, whether at the level of the miniscule or in billowing
cloudscapes. I have a particular (some might say peculiar)
fascination with crows, and am also drawn to pylons and old
churches. Poltimore House is somewhere I have loved coming to for
many years. I find its ruinous state strangely beautiful, its ambience
that of a haunted house. I have exhibited on a number of occasions,
firstly as part of Art Week Exeter in 2018; as part of a TAAG
(Teignmouth Art Action Group) last year; and as part of a
photography and sculpture exhibition in The Gallery Upstairs in
Upton Park, Poole. I am also a DJ on Phonic FM and a writer on
subjects such as folklore and fantasy film and TV.
Contact
Email: krowkronkart@gmail.com
Web: Corbelsandcorvids.blogspot.com

Red Drawing Room
Christophe Szpajdel
Christophe's work first came to attention in the mid 90's with
logos like Emperor, Old Man’s Child, Enthroned, Borknagar,
Moonspell, Desaster & many more.
Since then he has continued to make a significant
contribution to the extreme metal scene having drawn for
literally thousands of bands with the vast majority still being
used to this day, in some cases 30 years since their creation.
Contact
email: Christophe.szpajdel@gmail.com
web: www.lordofthelogos.com

Thank you for coming to visit Poltimore Art 2022. If you are interested
in participating in Poltimore Art 2023 then please contact Carol via
events@poltimore.org.
We have many other events taking place in the house and grounds
throughout the year. If you would like to be added to the events
mailing list then contact Carol on events@poltimore.org. Details of our
events can also be found on our website www.poltimore.org and on
our social media pages.

